Karol Says Soviets Build Quantity, Not Quality of Education

Aaided, Karol speaks on education before a TACA skeptical audience Wednesday.

BostonSociety Holds
The All-Tech Sing
Tomorrow, Kresge

The All-Tech Sing is ranging to bring home a number, with acts by litigious, cardboarders, and even about a book. After a long compositional, the All-Tech Sing is celebrating its 25th anniversary, which will have won it the Volski honorary organization of the All-Tech Sing.

Student Council at Harvard to Enlarge

Harvard's Student Council is considering a proposal to double its size. If the changes are approved, the new council would be based chiefly on undergraduate Portuguese class groups.

An All-Society Committee, in a special report Monday night, suggested that fifteen men or women be elected to the council. These additional members would be a professor and member from each house elected by their classmates in the house, and a member appointed by each Houseman. (The for Harold Gilman's term, however, was not given a place in the council.)

An All-Society Committee, in a special report Monday night, suggested that fifteen men or women be elected to the council. These additional members would be a professor and member from each house elected by their classmates in the house, and a member appointed by each Houseman. (The for Harold Gilman's term, however, was not given a place in the council.)

Dr. Hoyle has been able to make con-
Brush Strokes

"Paintings from Field X," as an exhibition by MIT students, will remain on display in the Hayden Libraryowers through April 2/6. The title derives from Field Ten of Humanities, namely, visual design. These paintings were done in connection with course 4.031.

Paul Tillich at MIT

Dr. Tillich, how does one go about having an experience with the holy? The crowning question and triumph of Dr. Tillich, said Arden, was "Michael and His House of the Holy." Does God Exist?

Tillich had developed the concept of the holy and its relation to man in his speech, where he pointed out that no man is so empty that he holds nothing sacred to him—but one that has lost his power and lapsed into the realm where it only has poetic significance. But there was a time when this question brought in a symbol in itself. He seemed to be a relation with the holy. In direct answer to the question, he pointed out that Tillich said, "The absurdity of the question can be seen in terms of finding out and analyzing, so we can create the world of objects that are nothing but objects in time and space. "It is in itself the work of a goddess like Athena or god like Apollo," said Tillich. But until now, gods were cloaked from their mystical realm and scrutinized. And the great scientists asked, "Do they exist or not exist in our world in time and space?"

He said in reply, "The absurdity of the question goes back to the time when we learn for the first time about the universe. Then, says Tillich, began the history of science."

The question of existence belongs to a later time and in any case, Doer God Exist? was what brought Paul Tillich from Harvard to MIT's Kresge Auditorium. Speaking before a visible audience, he said that there was a time when men did not question the existence of the gods, but instead they sought after them and tried to interpret them and light their fantastic forms. In Greece, Rome, and India we find the literary and artistic annals of an uninterrupted inspiration by the mystical.

The question of existence belongs to a later time and in any case, Doer God Exist?

Among the exhibitors is Marvin Manheim '59. Mr. Manheim shows a skill in water and oils comparable to his already well-known skill with gasoline. His paintings include an impressionistic water color of the Boston skyline, and semi-abstract composition of brooks and brushes done in crisp blue and warm brown tones.

Another artist represented is the illustrator for VooDoo, Daryl Wyckoff '58. Having finally turned to serious art work, he has produced expressive paintings of a Boston street scene and three bold figures in brown.

The only feminine artist exhibited is Mrs. Joyce Bahanow, a senior in course twenty-one. One of her works is a series of lifes, feathered figures in poised and gray depicting dancers and flowers. In a completely different style is her other work, a severe abstract composition in metallic grays. The exhibitors have done some experimenting in media. Norm Hamner '58 has produced a picture of a cabin and boat largely from corrugated cardboard, dyed cotton wadding, and sand. Stephen Lock's abstract painting of a tree seems to have been made by painting a background of red and brown ovals, covering it with a flat green coat, and scratching the design of the tree through the coat.

Other exhibitors include Glenn Newberry '59, "Flautist on the Charles River Looking Towards B.U. and Harvard," in intense red and blacks, is the most eye-catching work in the show. Also showing are Calvin Swift '59. Joe Porst '58, John Porst '58, Ronald Willer '59, and George Travels '59.

-- J. L. S.
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Three Cars in E. Campus Smash

Professor Fred Hoyle Sees New Age of Science Here; Calls for Specialized Education, Enlightened Govmt.

East Campus was struck by a three-car collision on Memorial Drive near Ames Street at 1:10 a.m. Thursday morning. According to both observers and participants in the accident, two cars were heading west on Memorial Drive, one at an apparently excessive rate of speed, when the other unpreparedly emerged from the left lane to the right, cutting off the first. The first car skidded into a car parked on the curb. This car had East Campus parking sticker 154479 (New York). The MIT Security Police were unable to identify this owner at first.

The police were first called by a news reporter. Shortly, four MDC cars, one Security Force car, and an ambulance were on the scene. By the time these arrived, about a hundred East Campus residents had come, and were inspecting the scene and taking account of broken chrome trim, to the accomplishment of anywhere being freed from the roofs of the dormitories. An MDC officer said of the spectators, "Tell them to keep their darling foolish months shut ... people might be lying hurt there, and hear every bit of laughter!"

ATTENTION

WALKER ASSEMBLIES BALL
April 25
Make Reservations Now
NEW FULL DRESS-TAILS FOR RENTAL
At our Regular Low Prices

CAPITOL FORMAL SHOP
1527 Massachusetts Ave., Boston
One minute from Harvard Street
Phone AE 4-2270 FREE PARKING

TECHNICAL FINAL OPTION SALE

ACT NOW!!!

BUILDING 10 LOBBY
10 A.M. to 3 P.M.
APRIL 21-25
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal—prompt delivery!

Air Conditioning—temperatures made to order—for all-weather comfort. Get a demonstration!

CHEVY TAMES
THE TOUGHEST TRANSCONTINENTAL HIGHWAY!

Atlantic to Pacific and back, across the towering Andes, in 41 hours.

The Tech
FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1958

Tankmen Select Kane as Captain

Roger Kane '59, of Grinnell, Iowa, has been selected captain of the MIT rowing team for the 1958-59 season. Kane, a letterman for the past two years, was the second highest scorer during this past season.

Coach Gordon Smith remarks, "Roger surprised us with his remarkable improvement this fall. He's one of the hardest workers on the team and practiced continually the last summer."

The six foot, 153 pound junior has four first places, eight second places and three more winning crew teams during the past season. Kane co-captained the MIT freshman rowing team and is a member of the Q-Club.

on deck

Saturday:

Baseball at WPI
Freshman Baseball—Rensselaer
Lightweight Crew—Harvard
Fresh Lightweight Crew—Harvard

Golf—Williams, Harvard
Lacrosse—WPI
Freshman Lacrosse—Gov. Dummer

Sailing—Boston Dinghy Club 9:30
Trophy at New London

Freshman Sailing—Farrington Invitational Eliminations at Medford
Tennis at Brown
Freshman Tennis at Brown
Tennis at Brown 1:30

Track (Varsity and Freshman)

Brown 1:30

Sunday:

Rugby—Wall Street 3:00 p.m.
Sailing—Boston Dinghy Club 9:30
Trophy at New London

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS, MEN AND WOMEN WITH ACNE

DO YOU HAVE A "PROBLEM" SKIN?

WOULD YOU LIKE A SMOOTHER, CLEARER, HEALTHIER, ELEMISH-FREE COMPLEXION?

"CAMPUS" Kit consists of 6 different EFFECTIVELY-MIXED CATED component parts: Face Soap, Bleach Cream, Facial Tonic, Cearal "Cleanser" Bleach Stick, Face Lotion and Vitamin A—25,000 USP Units; the most complete and THOROUGHLY EFFECTIVE complexion-care EVER created!

The all-NEW, amazing "CAMPUS" Facial-Treatment Kit offers IMMEDIATE relief from the discomfort and embar rassment of unsightly acne, pimples, blemishes, discolorations and other skin disorders!

What's more, we PROVE that "CAMPUS" will help clear up your "PROBLEM" skin—or we will return your money to you within 30 days—your money back! Fair enough!

Simple to use—just a few minutes a day—will give you amazing results you probably thought impossible! A clearer, cleaner, healthier, smoother glowing complexion—and with such a wonderful new feeling of perfect grooming!

Over a month's supply, postage paid, direct to you for only...

$1.95

Ace Bicycle Shop
3-Speed English $35.95
ACE BICYCLE SHOP
1111 Mass Ave.
Cambridge

FOR YOUR Health—ELEMISH-FREE COMPLEXION!

Fill out order form below and mail today!
The Tech

Lightweight Crews Open Season With Harvard Tomorrow

Hoping for the beautiful spring weather that has favored Boston University during the early part of this week, MIT's lightweight crews will meet Harvard counterparts tomorrow afternoon on the Charles in their 1958 debut.

Bob Kent's Beaver Freshmen will open the afternoon's program with the second boat racing the Canes at 4:30 p.m. Thirty minutes later, the first-striking orderings will come on.

The Junior Varsity will clash at 5:00, with the varsity scheduled for a six o'clock. Both of these Beaver eights were coaled by Val Shaw. Peculiarly, this meeting will be the first in the hard fought third period.

When the fourth stanza started, the Cardinal and Grey went on a rampage, scoring four goals against one fake tally for Utah, as co-captain Rich Zehner '58, surprised everyone by delivering a别墅ess past the Beaver goals, Phil Pink '59. In the closing minutes, Coach Martin's reserves were moved upon once to bring the final tally to 11-6.

Outstanding on defense were Frank Riek, sophomore goalie, who made some phenomenal stops; John Callendrier '59 and Joe Tenza '58, all of whom turned in fine performances.

Charlie Fitzgerald '59 led the offense with three goals, while Jim Baselli '59 topped in two. The rest of the eleven scored with co-captain Hal Warner '58, Nat Flatin '58, Jim Weirich '60, Larry Boyd '59, and Dick File '58.

The next game, in what should be an outstanding season, is here with the Cardinal and Grey vs. the Beavers tomorrow afternoon on the Charles in their 1958

MIT Nine Drops Season's Opener TakeRoad Tomorrow Against WPI

Enhanced by beautiful spring weather, an inspired MIT baseball team took the field against Boston College in the season's opener last Tuesday. Although the game was delayed for six innings, the men from Commonwealth Avenue triumphed 3-2.

Boston College drew first blood as they scored a run in the second inning on two singles and a double off starter and eventual loser Al Beard '59. But in the last half of the sixth, the Engineers, not to be outdone, came up with two runs off the Terriers' George Giersch, who went all the way and got the win.

Following a second three inning, MIT tallied twice in the bottom of the fourth to take a 3-2 lead. Then the roof fell in. In the top of the fifth, the Cardinals capitalized on Beaver errors and walked to pass over five runs and chase starter Beard from the box. He was replaced by Kall Wallerich '58 who finally got out the first.

Not to be headed, the visiting added another three runs in the seventh and led 8-2 at the end of the inning. In the top of the eighth, BC scored twice more, but the bottom of the frame saw the Cardinal and Grey stage a mild rally in an attempt to get back into the game.

Cardinal and Grey went on to score a run in the seventh, was sent to the showers. His reliever, Dick Lyons '59 had little effect as Boston College battered MIT's lightweight crews into the evening.

The ceremonies will be held at the Boathouse at noon, and will be commenced by MIT's Acting President. Dr. Julius A. Straton, and Mrs. Straton.

Bob Hoth '58 slammed a sharp single to left field which was bobbled and thrown away by the left fielder enabling Lazarn and Hasseltine to score and putting Hoth on third. The next man timed and Ed Sulli- vane '56 grounded out, second to first, to end the inning and MIT's scoring for the day.

Realizing that Tech was still with- in reach, the Terrones attempted, rather successfully, to ice the game. The lead hitter knocked the next two batters doubles, and Jerry Welch '58, who replaced Wales in the seventh, was sent to the showers.

The reliever, Dick Lyons '59 had little effect as Boston College battered him for four of the innings eight tallies. He in turn was relieved by Goodnow who, after allowing another three runs, retired the side.

McLaughlin Top Batter

Dick McLaughlin of BC took top honors in the batting department by collecting four hits in four attempts and driving in four runs. Goodnow, with two for four was the most pro- ductive hitter for the Beavers. The only triple of the day belongs to Beaver captain Bob Wite '58, while three of Tech's seven runs were driven in by Ed Sullivan.

MIT's fielding was better than their opponent's as they committed only five errors as compared to the Ter- rones eight miscues. Noticeable for his fielding was center fielder Ed Hasseltine who was kept fairly busy by the line drive hits of the day.

Having engaged Harvard on Thun- day, the Engineer side will travel to Providence for an afternoon game.

**CARERS OVERSEAS**

American companies abroad pay high sal- aries but living allowances vary widely, depending on the nationality of the employee. Those who are in administrative, technical and sales positions are usually given personal business travel to other countries, plus geographical allowances. The term, "culture gap," can mean 10 years, teachers, personnel and public re- presentation, etc. See the LM International Publications, Day 31, 732. (212) Long Island City 1, New York.

**BIG MAN ON CAMPUS**

**Stickmen Triumphant Twice**

**Brown Crushed, 6-2**

**Humble UMass 11-6**

The tech stickmen downed the University of Massachusetts have Monday, 11-4, for their fourth victory in five games. UMass opened the contest by breaking into the scoring column with two quick goals. Momentarily arrested, the Cardinal and Grey came roaring back. In a short time the Beavers scored four times to reverse the situation and finish out the period.

In the second quarter, the Beavers increased their lead to 6-3. The last half opened with a trading of goals; the only scoring in the hard fought third period.

When the fourth stanza started, the Cardinal and Grey went on a rampage, scoring four goals against one fake tally for Utah, as co-captain Rich Zehner, surprised everyone by delivering a别墅ess past the Beaver goals, Phil Pink '59. In the closing minutes, Coach Martin's reserves were moved upon once to bring the final tally to 11-6.

Outstanding on defense were Frank Riek, sophomore goalie, who made some phenomenal stops; John Callendrier '59, and Joe Tenza '58, all of whom turned in fine performances. Charlie Fitzgerald '59 led the offense with three goals, while Jim Baselli '59 topped in two. The rest of the eleven scored with co-captain Hal Warner '58, Nat Flatin '58, Jim Weirich '60, Larry Boyd '59, and Dick File '58.

The next game, in what should be an outstanding season, is here with the Cardinal and Grey vs. the Beavers tomorrow afternoon on the Charles in their 1958
Kawano to Command Company "C" in PR Drill Meet April 26

The Forsaking Twelve-Regiment Drill Meet will be held on Saturday, April 26, at the South Street Armory, 18 Irving Street, Boston.

Joe Riddle is a National Honorary Military Society for Basic Corps ROTC Student, founded at the University of Massachusetts in 1934. A chapter was founded at MIT in 1972. Joe will command Company "C" at the Drill Meet, which will be held on Saturday, April 26, at the South Street Armory, 18 Irving Street, Boston.

Company "C" will be under the supervision of Northeastern University, Boston, Boston University, University of Rhode Island, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, University of Connecticut, Bennington College and Providence College.

Company competition will begin at 3 p.m. in the afternoon. The Acting President of the Institute, Dr. Julius A. Brattrum, will be the bandmaster. Joe will serve as the guide of the band, but, if interested, will be continued.

According to Miss Evans, the suggestion came from Dean Rule's office after a recent meeting. The precipitating incident occurred last Saturday night when both the "Basketbrawl" game and the Vassar-Princeton game were being played. The forty-odd members of the Vassar Relations Committee, Sheila Evans, Joseph Lewis, and several others from the university will attend the retreat in the late afternoon.

P.R.C. Will Assist in Activities Scheduling

A central "focal point" on campus for the scheduling of all events will be the P.R.C. (Public Relations Committee), Sheila Evans, P.R.C. chairman announced. In addition, she has been designated as the official "attendant of the aura," but, if interested, will be continued.

According to Miss Evans, the suggestion came from Dean Rule's office after a recent meeting. The precipitating incident occurred last Saturday night when both the "Basketbrawl" game and the Vassar-Princeton game were being played. The forty-odd members of the Vassar Relations Committee, Sheila Evans, Joseph Lewis, and several others from the university will attend the retreat in the late afternoon.

Travel in new car style on the magnificent Jay Motors will make all the arrangements. Have a new MG, Morris, Austin, Austin Healey, or Riley waiting for you at your port of entry. Enter your new car in Europe with its wonderful travel conveniences, and have it back home in a week. It would cost you as much as $1000 to do it without us. It's a deal! We'll send you there if you desire. No red tape. When you arrive just loop in and go. We handle all the paper work. If you are planning a trip to Europe or any other continent, come to us, and will also assist any group of visitors as to coming activities on campus.

JAY MOTORS
76 Prospect St., Cambridge
Tel. 6-4689
Specialists in foreign cars
Dealers for MG, Morris, Austin, Austin Healey

OVERSEAS CAREERS SUBJECT OF CONFAB

Harvard University's International Development Society is holding its first International Careers Conference on Saturday, April 15 from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. at the Institute for Geographical Exploration which is located at 2 Divinity Avenue.

The society has assembled a distinguished panel to explain the opportunities available to those interested in pursuing careers overseas involving work for the U.S. government, private industry, or a non-profit foundation with activities abroad.

Members of the panel include Charles Henry Lee, managing director of International Personnel Overseas, the consulting firm of McKinsey and Company. Mr. Lee has aided such clients as Du Pont and General Motors in setting up their overseas operations.

Professor John Papatheodorou of the Harvard Business School will address Mr. Lee in explaining the opportunities in business and industry abroad. He has made an extensive study of the hiring policies of industry for overseas employees and is familiar with the training required for people abroad.

An expert on governmental overseas operations, Dayton Hull, Chief of the Alliances division of the Office of Foreign Assistance and Development, will speak.

George Bryan, director of the new Central Personnel Service at the World Affairs Center for the United States is the expert on opportunities in non-profit organizations and foundations. The Central Personnel Service was recently set up by the Ford Foundation and the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, as a central clearing house for all organizations desiring overseas personnel. Tickets, available at the door, are 50c.

GOING TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER? CUT YOUR ON-CENTINENT TRAVEL COST

HAVE A NEW CAR WAITING FOR YOU ON YOUR ARRIVAL

Travel in new car style on the magnificent Jay Motors will make all the arrangements. Have a new MG, Morris, Austin, Austin Healey, or Riley waiting for you at your port of entry. Enter your new car in Europe with its wonderful travel conveniences, and have it back home in a week. It would cost you as much as $1000 to do it without us. It's a deal! We'll send you there if you desire. No red tape. When you arrive just loop in and go. We handle all the paper work. If you are planning a trip to Europe or any other continent, come to us, and will also assist any group of visitors as to coming activities on campus.

JAY MOTORS
76 Prospect St., Cambridge
Tel. 6-4689
Specialists in foreign cars
Dealers for MG, Morris, Austin, Austin Healey

WHAT IS THE MAN WHO KEEPS THE CIGARETTE MACHINES FILLED WITH LUCKIES? (SEE PARAGRAPH AT RIGHT)

WHAT IS A TELEGRAPHED PUNCH?

TO MY PERSONAL MEASURE: Happy Birthday, 100000 miles of travel. A. B. L. M., Lawrence MIloscia, 7341 Brookline Br., CAMBRIDGE

DO YOU SMOKE CIGARETTES?

WHAT IS TAN SURFACE?

WHAT IS NOTED FOR ITS COFFEE SHOP?

WHAT IS A CALLING CARD?

WHAT IS A GREAT SUPERMARKET?

WHAT IS A VETERINARY PHARMACY?

WHAT IS A WHEAT FARM?

WHAT IS A POTATO FARM?

THE REALLY GREAT MEN OF HISTORY ARE FORGOTTEN MEN. Who did throw the ovaries in Mrs. Murphy's chowder? Is Kilroy still here? Does anyone remember Dear John's last name? No, friends, they're all (Sole! forgotten. So right now, let's pay homage to the greatest of them all—the man who keeps the cigarette machine filled with Luckies!

Let's honor the guy who supplies the one cigarette that's packed just end with fine, light, good-tasting tobacco, toasted to taste even better. Let's salute (Fanfare!) the Vendor Tender! Touching, isn't it?